
Directions 
Cut out all of the bookmark pattern pieces.
Trace the template pieces onto the color construction paper and then cut out the
pieces for your polar bear.

White - body and arms
Gray - belly and inner ear pieces
Pink - cheeks
Black - nose
Red* - scarf

*We provide red paper for the scarf, but if you
have another color at home that you would 
prefer to use for the scarf, you may!

Cut a slit along the scarf piece. Be sure you don’t cut all the way across! 

Take & Make 
Polar Bear Bookmarks!

Materials Provided:
Polar Bear Template
White Construction Paper
Gray Construction Paper
Pink Construction Paper
Black Construction Paper
Red Construction Paper

Additional Materials Needed:
Scissors
Glue
Black Marker

Thank you to the Big Family Blessings blog for the idea! https://bigfamilyblessings.com/diy-polar-bear-bookmarks/?
utm_source=pinterest&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=grow-social-pro

CUT



Glue the nose in the middle of the polar bear’s head.
Glue the inner ear pieces in the middle of the ears.

Glue the cheeks to either side of the nose.
Glue the grey belly piece in the middle of the polar bear’s body.
Apply glue along the sides of the polar bear’s shoulder and attach the arm to the
bear’s body.

*Be sure to keep most of the arm free from glue, so your polar bear can “hug” your
book’s page.
*It’s okay if the edge of the arm does not line up perfectly with the body of the polar
bear.



Once the glue is dry, trim the extra arm paper so that the arms align with the polar
bear’s body, as shown below.

Use a marker or pen to draw the face of your polar bear.
Glue the scarf onto the polar bear by sliding the slit through the neck and applying
glue to secure the scarf in place.

It should look like part of the scarf is tucked behind the polar bear!

Slide your polar bear bookmark into your book to hold your place!




